Parshas Behar

Newsletter for Friday, May 20, 2022

Dates To Remember
● Sunday, May 22- Parents Night, 8:00-9:00 PM
● Friday, May 27- Picture day!
● Monday, May 30- Memorial Day, NO SCHOOL
● Tuesday, May 31- Grandparent/ Special friend day! Details to follow.

Thank you
● To Minna Bennish, for chaperoning on the elementary field trip.
● To all of the parents and families who participated in Pizza in the Park!

Mazal Tov to
● Menachem and Levi, for mastering all the kriyah boxes and beginning to learn Chumash!
● Sarita, on her 6th birthday!
● Yehuda E., on his 7th birthday!
● Naom, on his 5th birthday!

This Year in Music
As we near wrapping up this school year, I've been able to reflect back on all the fun and
learning we've done together.
I've shared and explored many musical concepts with the primary children. These have ranged
from learning how percussion/string/wind instruments work, giving the children hands-on experience
with a wide range of instruments, learning musical concepts through games and exercise, copying,
building and reading rhythms, and most recently using what they've learned all year long to write their
own songs!
This week, your children brought home a chart they worked on in class last week. They sat at
their floor tables and colored in the boxes with colors that correspond to a set of bells they've been
working with all year long. When I came to class this week, so many smiles and bright eyes greeted me
as we passed out their musical compositions they made! Each child performed their piece for their peers, and
exercised their ability to "read" their music by identifying the order of colors on their worksheet, and then playing
the corresponding colored bells in the same order.
Each child got to exercise their artistic and musical creativity while being empowered by performing their
own creations! I'm so proud of each student for all their compositions and hope they will boldly continue to create
music!
Morah Ruth
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Primary Newsletter
Dear Parents,
Beginning with an awesome storytime in the park on Sunday with Morah Daniella, the children
continued to learn all about Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai, and his connection to Lag B’omer. We also talked about
fire safety, and how important it is to be careful and safe around bonfires. We learned about the importance of
smoke detectors, not playing with matches, and not touching things in our kitchen that could be hot. On
Thursday, we took our Lag B’omer field trip to Rogers Park. The children were such good listeners, holding
onto the walking rope and staying with the Morahs. The weather was perfect for a park day, and the children
really enjoyed playing, eating a picnic snack, and playing some more.
This week we welcomed ladybug larva into our classroom. The children are so excited to see the stages
of growth, from larva, pupa and then to ladybugs! The ladybugs have their own house with a magnifying glass
which allows the children to see the tiny creatures. In addition, we have a work with three-part cards to educate
the children on the stages of development. Along with the cards are miniature objects for each stage. Only one
child at a time is allowed to "observe" the ladybugs which continues to teach patience. We can't wait to see our
beautiful ladybugs!
In the past few weeks, four more friends completed learning their letter sounds and building words
phonetically, and have moved to reading Bob books, which are phonetic readers. This is such a rewarding and
exciting moment for them, and they are motivated to master more and more books as they continue learning
more rules (and exceptions) of the English language. In Hebrew reading, two more children completed learning
all of the nekudos, and two began reading Hebrew books!
In practical life, we introduced coffee grinding this week. This work helps with upper body strength and
coordination, and can also be soothing and regulating for children. Some of our friends are becoming master
braiders with our brading board, and could surely help with challah braiding at home!
In math, some friends have been working on addition. The children can practice addition with single
digit numbers using our addition strip board or colored bead bars. They can also practice addition with tens,
hundreds, and thousands, using our golden bead material. They are learning how to read and write an equation,
and how to record their work on a paper.
Wishing you a wonderful Shabbos! Morahs Mushky, Naomi, Hadassah, Julie, and Shira
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Lag B’omer Questions
1. What was Akiva’s job? (A shepherd/ taking care of sheep)
2. Did Akiva know how to read Alef Beis? (no)
3. One day Akiva was in the field taking care of sheep, and what did he see? (Water dripping onto a rock, and it
made a hole in the rock)
4. What did Rochel tell Akiva? (It’s never too late to start learning Torah)
5. After they got married, where did Akiva go? (To Yeshiva)
6. For how many years? (12)
7. When Akiva came back, what did Rochel tell her friend? (I don’t mind if he learns in Yeshiva for another 12
years)
8. When Akiva heard this, where did he go? (Back to Yeshiva!)
9. After learning so much Torah, what did Akiva’s name become? (Rabbi Akiva)
10. How many students did Rabbi Akiva have? (24,000)
11. Why did Rabbi Akiva’s students die? (Because they didn’t respect each other/ have Ahavas
Yisroel)
12. What day did they stop dying? (Lag B’omer)
13. Who did Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai run away from? (The Romans)
14. Where did he and his son hide? (In a cave)
15. What did they eat and drink in the cave? (Hashem put a river and a carob tree there for them to eat)
16. What did they (Rabbi Shimon Bar Yochai and Rabbi Elazar) do all day when they were in the cave? (Learn
Torah)
17. Which part of Torah? (The secrets of the Torah)
18. What day did they come out of the cave? (Lag B’omer)
19. What did Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai tell his students before he passed away? (To be happy)
20. What day did he pass away? (Lag B’omer)
21. What do we do on Lag B’omer? (Celebrate, make bonfires, play in the fields, listen to music…)
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Elementary Newsletter
The past couple of weeks have been exciting and action packed. Our students have continued in
their beautiful davening and some friends have chosen to work on translating some of the prayers. We
have been forging ahead on all aspects of Yiddishkeit… from davening to gematria, to kriya and
chumash to Rashi… the children are excited and motivated to learn and progress in both their
proficiency and deepening understanding. Two more of our friends finished the kriya boxes and are
excited to start their Chumash learning. We had the pleasure of having a siyum for two other friends this
past Thursday after we returned from our holiday field trip. Sfiras ha Omer and Lag baOmer have given
us more opportunities to learn new Hebrew vocabulary words as well as allowing us to strengthen the
skills we already have.
In Montessori philosophy one can often hear the term “cosmic education.” This term can be
taken to mean a number of different things, most importantly a connection between all aspects of
learning. Lag baOmer gave us the opportunity to find connections between all areas of learning…
Within this holiday we found:
1. Love of Torah (Jewish thought, learning and law)
2. Love of our fellow Jew and people in general (ve ahavta le reacha kamocha and the study
of Jewish values and human culture)
3. Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai and his life (inspiring Jewish role models and Rabbis as well as
learning about the geography of Eretz Yisrael)
4. Interest in the natural world (botany)
5. The use of math in counting the Omer (counting, skip counting, multiplication and math
facts)
6. Art - one can express what he/she has learned through many different media…
As I write this newsletter my mind is whirling with thoughts of all the interesting, good work that
the children have done over the past couple of weeks. Some of the parents signed up for parent/teacher
conferences and had the opportunity to hear from us about some of the things their children have
accomplished this year. All parents are able to access their child’s report card for the year (fall and
spring are together in one) through Transparent Classroom. There will be final notes added to the reports
within the next couple of weeks.
In science, Morah Anna has been working with the children on the needs of plants. We divided
into 4 groups and planted Bonsai Tree seeds. We are taking care of them and look forward to them
growing. These lessons helped prepare us for the field trip we took on Lag BaOmer to the Chicago
Botanic Gardens. The weather was beautiful and we walked around and saw the beautiful flowers and
trees. We sat and ate lunch on benches in the middle of nature… The area we chose was very serene and
smelled lovely. Other parts of the gardens did not smell quite as lovely and we discussed the use of
fertilizer to give the plants the nutrients they need. The children all got a kick out of discussing poop (of
course).
In our continued efforts to take our students into consideration as whole human beings, not just
academic ones, we were happy to have Nechama Lubin come in and do a workshop with our students
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about worry. Nechama, in her high school extracurricular activity works with No Shame on U, a
wonderful initiative working to normalize and increase understanding and acceptance of mental health
issues in our community. She led an interactive discussion about feelings such as worry and concern and
helped the children create a “tool ring” to help them remember different ways they can handle such
feelings in a productive and constructive way. She incorporated the use of arts and crafts into the
creation of this tool, thus adding a level of calm and enjoyment to a topic that is not easy for many
adults, let alone children to broach.
We enjoyed seeing most of our friends and their families at the Family Pizza in the Park activity
this past Sunday. We got to play together, chat, eat yummy food, make crafts, hear a story and all in all
have a good time with our friends. Community building is the basis for so much of what we do. In life,
most of what we do involves being a social being, part of a community (whether it be family, school,
religious, regional or global). Taking the time to enjoy and cultivate relationships enriches all of our
lives and helps set our children up for a fuller and more successful life.
We look forward to next week and all the wonderful and exciting new learning experiences it
will bring. We wish everyone a peaceful Shabbos and a restful weekend.
Good Shabbos,
Morah Daniella, Morah Anna, Morah Geula and Morah Mushky
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Pizza in the Park
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Lag B’Omer Field Trips
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